. Symbols key of icon-based object used to construct the aceqiua SD model. Auxiliary variables are functions that connect or convert information from one location to be used in another (including delays, graphical functions, importing/exporting data, or acting as 'shadows' which connect multiple pages within a model). Constant variables are quantities assumed to be constant. Stocks are levels or accumulations over time in the parameter of interest and are influenced by inflows and outflows described as transfer rate functions. The thick black arrows pointing out of a variable denotes that the modeled data is exported to an external file at the end of each simulation. The clock hands of the auxiliary variables (or double line marks across a variable link) represent the time delays. The z-shaped line inside the auxiliary variable denotes the use of a graphical function to connect variables. Table S1 . Key model equations for the Community Mutualism system building block. The residential development rate assumes that land is developed for housing from both land in production and fallow land. Thus, the residential development rate is divided by two between each and flowed into Residential land.
Supplementary Tables of Equations for Each of the SD Model System Building Blocks
Loss of fallow land acre/month IF('Fallow land'>0<<acre>>, MIN('Residential development rate'/2, 'Fallow land'/1<<month>>), 0<<acre/month>>) auxiliary
The residential development rate assumes that land is developed for housing from both land in production and fallow land. Thus, the residential development rate is divided by two between each and flowed into Residential land.
Residential development rate acre/month MAX('Change in acequia population'*'Residential acres required per person', 0<<acre/month>>) auxiliary Amount of land developed per month based on the estimated change in acequia population and the residential land required to accommodate that change. If population decreases no residential land is added.
Residential land acre 185<<acre>>; Loss of ag land + loss of fallow land level
Variable represents the amount of residential land within the acequia community. We assume that residential land will not change use over the simulation horizon. Therefore this stock acts as a sink from which land does not change use. Annual spending dollar/month PULSE('Cumulative profit-loss-income met needs or shortfall', 6<<@month>>, 12<<month>>) auxiliary
Generational transfer-non returning losses are due to the 'leakage' of community members who don't return to the acequia. The transfer assumption is based on the idea that not all parciantes will return to a family operation, but only those sibling most interested in staying in the acequia. Therefore, some of the cumulative savings are likely passed on to siblings leaving the acequia when resources are split between sibling parciantes.
Initial savings dollar 5000<<dollar>> constant Table S3 . Cont.
Variable Name Unit Definition Type
Initial savings is an assumption about how financially stable parciantes are at the beginning of the simulation, 1969.
Annual savings needed dollar 'Initial savings'*(1+'Inflation rate input')^'Months since start' auxiliary Ratio of cumulative profit to goal dmnl MIN('Cumulative profit-loss-income met needs or shortfall'/'Annual savings needed', 1) auxiliary
Cumulative profit and loss funds are effective only to the point that they keep up with standards of living. Therefore, the Cumulative profit is divided by the Cumulative profit to maintain quality of life. This fraction represents the level at which earnings are keeping up with life quality goals. A value of greater than or equal to 1 means that earnings are keeping up with quality goals. Any value less than 1 mean that earnings are not keeping up with quality goals and this will impact the amount of time spent in agriculture in future years of the simulation. This graphical function returns a fractional value using Ratio of Cumulative profit, and is used in the Percent time in agriculture function (long term effect), Acequia mutualism (community effect), and Agriculture time-preference (short term economic opportunity cost).
Mutualism effect on time spent in acequia area-valley dmnl GRAPH('Acequia mutualism', 0<<cohesive>>, 0.1<<cohesive>>, {0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1//Min:0;Max:1.1//}) auxiliary
The graphical look up variable is an estimation of the impact that acequia community engagement has on an individual's allocation to time in agriculture. It is hypothesized that the level of engagement of remaining community members has a positive effect of each others' decision to work in acequia agriculture-related activities. The graphical function, negatively sloped, is translated as "greater community engagement, little impact on time in agriculture; reduced community engagement, more impact on time in agriculture". The acequia diversion rule should mimic the headgate/diversion dam managed by the acequia or mayordomo. If the stream flow source for the acequia channel, in this case the Flow rate input, is great enough to support acequia flow, then the headgate is opened (i.e., the Acequia water diversion rule allows flow and is therefore positive). If the stream flow source is low such that it cannot support acequia water flow, then the diversion rule is cut off (i.e., diversions=0). This outflow represents the stream flow below the acequia desague. It is a Pulse because it must be sure to eliminate any preceding months flows in the "irrigation account" and therefore remain on the monthly time step without interrupting acequia hydrology linkages. The Pulse occurs once per month to empty the irrigation account and then incorporates the necessary water balance equations by adding return flow gains (seepage effects) and subtracting surface water losses (Ag ET and surface ET). Crop seepage AF/month 'ARRSUM Ag crop ET X Acres'*'Crop seepage factor'*'Irrigation reduction factor' auxiliary This variable represents the seepage effect of water losed through soil absorption below the root zone of irrigated fields. The value is derived by multiplying acequia flow by a seepage factor, empirically derived (Fernald and Guldan 2008). Although there is variation in the observed data, we assume a constant value here close to the observed mean. Figure S2 . Variables used in construction of the community participation index, with inputs from the community (percentage of community likely to participate in acequia), farm and ranch (farm size effect on participation and fallow land as percentage of total potential irrigable land), and economics and time management components (effect of employment on participation). Figure S4 . Variables used to link various system building blocks (Economics and time management: cumulative profit-loss effect on land sales and short term profitability effect on land sales; Land Use: homestead size effect of reducing urban expansion; and Community: generational transfer effect on land sales) to land sales and newcomer introduction, acequia land fragmentation, and land leased into production. 
